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ABSTRACT The dynamic and static properties of molecular dynamics simulations using various methods for treating solvent 
were compared. The SH3 protein domain was chosen as a test case because of its small size and high surface-to-volume 
ratio. The simulations were analyzed in structural terms by examining crystal packing, distribution of polar residues, and 
conservation of secondary structure. In addition, the “essential dynamics" method was applied to compare each of the 
molecular dynamics trajectories with a full solvent simulation. This method proved to be a powerful tool for the comparison 
of large concerted atomic motions in SH3. It identified methods of simulation that yielded significantly different dynamic 
properties compared to the full solvent simulation. Simulating SH3 using the stochastic dynamics algorithm with a vacuum 
(reduced charge) force field produced properties close to those of the full solvent simulation. The application of a recently 
described solvation term did not improve the dynamic properties. The large concerted atomic motions in the full solvent 
simulation as revealed by the essential dynamics method were analyzed for possible biological implications. Two loops, which 
have been shown to be involved in ligand binding, were seen to move in concert to open and close the ligand-binding site.
INTRODUCTION
A large effort is being made to develop simulation methods 
that produce physically realistic results but do not require 
much computer time. Traditional methods for simulating
methods, vacuum SD and explicit solvent MD. In this work 
we address all three issues.
1) In addition to the conventional analysis of the final
proteins in an aqueous environment employ explicit water, MD structures, we apply the essential dynamics analysis
which is costly, as a large part of the energy evaluations 
involve solvent-solvent interactions that are of little interest.
To account for the effects of solvent, several methods have motion of the protein. Analyses of lysozyme (Amadei ct al.,
technique (Amadei et al., 1993). This method can reveal 
large concerted atomic motions that characterize the overall
been developed that use potentials of mean force, also 
known as solvation terms. Recently a fast method based on 
excluded volumes rather than the more traditional accessi­
ble surface area approaches was reported and has been 
tested by stochastic dynamics (SD) (van Gunsteren and 
Berendsen, 1988) simulations of bovine pancreatic trypsin
1993) and thermolysin (van Aalten et alM 1995) trajectories 
have shown that these motions can be linked to the biolog­
ical funtion of these proteins. Simulation methods can only 
be regarded as equivalent if they produce comparable es­
sential motions.
2) Simulations of the SH3 protein domain (Fig. 1) were
inhibitor (BPTI) (Stouten et al., 1993). Addition of this term carried out. This protein was chosen because due to its high 
to the standard GROMOS vacuum force field significantly surface-to-volume ratio, its behavior in simulations is ex­
improved physical properties that can be derived from a pected to be strongly influenced by the solvent models used, 
molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory, as compared to the In addition, SH3 does not contain any disulfide bridges, 
BPTI crystal structure and a full solvent simulation (Stouten whereas BPTI has three, making it more rigid. SH3 pos- 
et al., 1993). However, the performance of this solvation sesses a ligand-binding site, probably constructed by loops 
term was assessed on the basis of 1) static, structural prop- that undergo conformational changes upon binding.
erties of the final and averaged MD structures, such as 
secondary structure, hydrogen bonds, and distribution of
3) To carry out a more rigorous assessment of the per­
formance of the solvation term as well as the effect of 
polar residues; 2) the behavior of one, relatively rigid, varying other simulation conditions, we have carried out 
protein; and 3) a comparison with only two other simulation simulations using a large set of distinct protocols: several
combinations of full/reduced charges; SD and MD; pres­
ence or absence of crystallographic water; solvation term 
versus explicit water versus no solvent treatment. Compar­
ison of two thermolysin trajectories generated with molec­
ular dynamics, using a reduced-charge force field (all resi­
dues having zero net charge but considerable dipoles) for 
one simulation and a full-charge force field for the other, 
has revealed that the essential motions in the two trajecto­
ries were comparable (van Aalten et al., 1.995). Stouten et al.
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FIGURE 1 Stereo drawing ot the SH3 crystal structure. The termini and the RT-Src and n-Src loops are labeled. The crosses represent crystallographic 
water molecules.
(1993) found that SD with reduced charges and the solva­
tion term performed well as assessed by static structural 
criteria. Although in some respects it yielded more realistic 
physical properties than explicit water simulations, the latter 
had been carried out with standard GROMOS water-carbon 
van der Waals parameters that were subsequently found to 
be incorrect (van Buuren et al., 1993), We compare our 
results with comparison studies described earlier (Stouten et
al., 1993; van Aalten et al., 1995; Yun-yu et a l ,  1988).
The main aim of the work described here is to identify the 
method or methods that are best suited to replacing explicit 
water simulations as measured by the static and dynamic 
properties resulting from simulations of different proteins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The essential dynamics method has been extensively described elsewhere 
(Amadei et a l ,  1993; van Àalten et alM 1995) and is similar to the 
multidimensional trajectory fitting first described by Garcia (1992). In 
short, it involves the construction of a covariance matrix from atomic 
displacements, A set o f eigenvalues and eigenvectors is calculated from 
this covariance matrix. These eigenvectors correspond to directions in 
configurational space representing concerted motions of atoms in Cartesian 
space. For convenient analysis, the eigenvectors are ordered by decreasing 
eigenvalue. The central hypothesis of the essential dynamics method is that 
only the directions indicated by eigenvectors with sufficiently high eigen­
values are important for the description of the overall biological motion of 
the protein. In fact, Lhese eigenvectors span a subspace of the hyperspace 
in which all “essential” motion takes place. The motion along the rest of the 
eigenvectors, which are orthogonal to this plane (subspace) are merely 
small, nonesscntial, gaussian fluctuations (“near constraints”) (Amadei et 
al., 1993).
If two trajectories of a protein are concatenated and subsequently 
analyzed by the essential dynamics method, the resulting eigenvectors
reveal differences and similarities in equilibrium structure and dynamics 
between two trajectories (van Aalten et al., 1995). The eigenvectors de­
scribe motions that are present in both trajectories. By studying the fluc­
tuation and average structure along these eigenvectors in the separate 
trajectories, differences in dynamic and structural behavior can be re­
vealed. We use this approach to demonstrate the differences in structure 
and dynamics caused by the application of different solvent models.
The implementation and application of the solvation term has been 
described in detail elsewhere (Stouten et al., 1993). It involves the addition 
of a solvation free energy function to the GROMOS (van Gunsteren and 
Berendsen, 1987) force field;
E so[v(i) = Solpar(i)Xv °l(/)exp( -  d / l o 2),
i*j
where
SVoL(j)exp( -  rf:/2cr)
represents the occupied volume around atom i, Solpar is an atom-specific 
solvation parameter, Vol(y) the fragmental volume of atom /, the 
distance between atoms i and j, and cr is a constant with a value of 3.5 A. 
This approximates the effect of solvent without including explicit water 
molecules and has been shown to yield significantly better physical prop­
erties than vacuum simulations for BPTI (Stouten et al,, 1993).
All simulations were carried out using the GROMOS program suite 
(van Gunsteren and Berendsen, 1987) running on Silicon Graphics R8000 
CPUs. Structure manipulations and protein trajectory visualizations were 
carried out using the WHAT IF (Vriend, 1990) modeling program. Sec­
ondary structures and hydrogen bonds were analyzed with DSSP (Kabsch 
and Sander, 1983). Analysis o f exposed and buried polar surfaces was 
performed with the POL DIAG88 program suite (Baumann et al., 1989). 
Residue packing properties were investigated using the WHAT IF Quality 
Control tool (Vriend and Sander, 1993).
The simulations were started from the SH3 crystal structure (Musacchio 
et al., 1992). Eight different methods of simulation were tested (Table 1).
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TABLE 1 List of abbreviations used to indicate the different 
simulation methods
MDVACR
MDCRYR
SDVACR
SDCRYR
SDVACRS
SDCRYRS
SDCRYFS
MDWATF
VID, no crystal waters, reduced-charge force field 
MD with crystal waters, reduced-charge force field 
SD, no crystal waters, reduced-charge force field 
SD with crystal waters, reduced-charge force field 
SD, no crystal waters, reduced-charge force field, solvation 
term
SD  with crystal waters, reduced-charge force field, 
solvation term 
SD with crystal waters, full-charge force field, solvation 
term
MD with crystal waters, full-charge force field, additional 
solvent molecules and periodic boundary conditions
In the case of MDWATF, the protein was placed in a truncated octahedron 
filled with water molecules taken from an equilibrated liquid configuration 
(Berendsen et al., 1981). The net protein charge of +  1.0 was compensated 
for by replacing the water molecule at the highest electrostatic potential by 
a chloride ion,
All simulations were preceded by a steepest descents energy minimi­
zation (EM) until no significant energy change could be detected. Relevant 
EM parameters are listed in Table 2.
The energy-minimized structures were subsequently subjected to a 
start-up M D /SD  simulation using a “heat-up” protocol detailed in Table
2. Several parameters were slow ly changed over a period of 25 ps. 
Velocities were taken from a M axwellian distribution at the beginning 
of each o f  the 25 ps. The final parameters o f the “heat-up” protocol 
were used for a further 75-ps equilibration, Subsequently, 400-ps data 
collection runs were started, on which all the analyses described below  
were performed.
TABLE 2 Parameters used for EM/MD/SD
EM parameters 
Updating o f  pair list 
Nonbonded cut-off radius 
Long range coulomb cut-off radius 
Bond lengths
SHAKE relative geometrical 
tolerance
Every 10 steps 
8 À 
10 À
Restrained by SHAKE 
0.001
MD/SD parameters for “heatup” and continuation run
Updating o f  pair list Every 10 steps
Bond lengths Restrained by SHAKE
SHAKE relative geometrical 0.001
tolerance
Time step 1-2,0 fs
Protein atom restraining force 9000-0  kJ m o P 1 nm "2
Nonbonded cut-off radius 7-8  A
Long-range coulomb cut-off radius 7 -10  A
Temperature 0-300  K
Temperature coupling constant 0.01-0.1 ps
(solute)
Temperature coupling constant 0.01-0.1 ps
(solvent)
Pressure coupling constant (only 0 .05-0 .5  ps
with MDWATF)
SD friction constant 91 ps“ 1
MDWATF isothermal 4.6 * 1 0 ~ K) m2 N ~ ‘
compressibility
MDWATF pressure 1 atm
Ranges apply to the heat-up protocol; final parameters of the heat-up 
protocol were used during the continuation M D/SD runs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Structural analysis
The root mean square (rms) deviation of the C-a  atom 
positions of the MD structures as compared to the SH3 
crystal structure (Musacchio et al., 1992) is shown in Fig. 2. 
Most simulations stabilized during the equilibration period, 
with the exception of SDVACRS, SDCRYRS, and 
SDCRYFS. Analyses of equilibrium properties such as po­
sitional rms fluctuations and hydrogen bond occurrence will 
be unreliable for these simulations. Table 3 contains values 
for the average rms deviation and the mean square fluctu­
ation of this rms deviation in the trajectories.
Hydrogen bonds were analyzed in the eight trajectories. 
After each picosecond, the total number of hydrogen bonds 
was calculated using DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983). The 
averages taken over the whole trajectories are listed in Table
3. The relatively low number of hydrogen bonds in the 
crystal structure may be caused by a few hydrogen bonds 
falling just outside the hydrogen bond criteria of DSSP. 
Calculating the number of hydrogen bonds over an ensem­
ble of structures seems to lead to a small increase. The 
simulations in vacuum without the solvation term result in a 
relatively high number of hydrogen bonds. This is probably 
caused by side chains folding back onto the protein because 
of the lack of solvation.
The secondary structure assignments calculated as aver­
ages over the trajectories were compared to that of the 
crystal structure. Table 3 lists secondary structure indentity 
percentages. Application of a stochastic term and friction in 
vacuum molecular dynamics seems to result in proper con­
servation of the secondary structure (SDVACR/SDCRYR). 
Application of the solvation term results in loss of second­
ary structure.
The WHAT IF option QUALTY generates a quality 
control index. This number indicates how well the packing 
of residue types matches packing arrangements in well- 
refined protein crystal structures (Vriend and Sander, 1993). 
The higher the quality control index, the better the packing 
statistics match the average database packing properties. 
Indices lower than approximately —1.2 indicate a prob­
able error in the structure. Table 3 lists the quality control 
indices calculated as averages over the trajectories. The 
SH3 crystal structure gives the highest score. The vac­
uum simulations (MDVACR, MDCRYR, SDVACR, 
SDCRYR) and MDWATF also give relatively high 
scores. Inclusion of the solvation term seems to generate 
deviations from normal crystal packing properties.
POL DIAG88 (Baumann et a l ,  1989) was used to an­
alyze polar surface statistics calculated as averages over the 
trajectories (Table 3). The evaluated properties for all eight 
simulations fell within the boundaries calculated from a 
database containing 150 proteins (Baumann et al., 1989). 
MDWATF is close to the mean for all properties analyzed. 
SDCRYFS shows the largest deviations.
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FIGURE 2 2Rnis deviation of the C-a atoms in all simulations with respect to the SH3 crystal structure.
The crystallographic B-factors can be compared to the Essential dynamics of MDWATF
positional atomic fluctuations as calculated from the trajec­
tories. The correlation coefficients resulting from these 
comparisons for the backbone atoms in the protein core are 
listed in Table 3. The large deviation from crystallographic 
B-factors observed for SDVACRS, SDCRYRS, and 
SDCRYFS is probably due to their increasing deviation 
from the starting structure (see also Fig. 2).
The protein-accessible surface properties were analyzed 
in two ways. The total accessible surface area and the radius 
of gyration were calculated as averages over each trajectory 
(Table 3). Simulating with the solvation term leads to a 
significant increase in total accessible surface area and 
protein size. This may imply that the solvation term is too 
strong, that is, atoms have too large a preference for being 
in vacuum space. To determine whether there is a special 
type of atom/residue with such a preference, the residue 
accessibilities calculated from the SH3 crystal structure and
A covariance matrix was constructed using the 400-ps 
MDWATF trajectory. Because we are mainly interested in 
backbone conformational changes, the covariance matrix was 
constructed using only the C-a  coordinates, resulting in a 
matrix of dimension 171 (3 X  57 C -a  atoms). This has been 
shown to be a reasonable approximation of the essential space 
in the all-atom space (Amadei et al., 1993; van Aalten et al., 
1995). Fig. 3 shows a plot of the first 50 eigenvalues obtained 
from the MDWATF covariance matrix, i.e., the 50 largest 
eigenvalues. The figure shows that there are only a few eig­
envectors with large eigenvalues. The central essential dynam­
ics hypothesis is that only these eigenvectors are “essential,” 
i.e., the motions along such eigenvectors are responsible for the 
large, biologically relevant conformational changes in proteins. 
The eigenvector components (not shown) show that a few 
regions of the protein appear to be involved in the motion 
along the essential eigenvectors: the N- and C-termini, a region
those averaged over the trajectories were compared (corre- around residue 15, and a region around residue 33. These
lation coefficients listed in Table 3). All simulations, except residues are in the tips of the RT-Src and n-Src loops (Noble et
those with the solvation term, show good correlation coef- al., 1993), respectively (Fig. 1). Recently these loops were
ficients. Taken together with the POL DIAG88 analysis, identified as part of the ligand-binding site of SH3 (Musacchio
which showed no large deviation of internal/external polar et al., 1994; Yu et a l ,  1994a,b). The eigenvectors show that
(side chain) fractions for SDVACRS and SDCRYRS, this these regions move in concert. This motion can be visualized
means that the deviation in total accessible surface area is by projecting all trajectory frames onto a specific eigenvector
probably due to an error in the solvation term that acts on all (Amadei et al, 1993; van Aalten et al., 1995). A new trajectoty
atoms. is obtained that shows the motion in the direction defined by
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TABLE 3 Data from the conventional analyses, averaged over each trajectory
MD
VACR
MD
CRYR
SD
VACR
SD
CRYR
SD
VACRS
SD
CRYRS
SD
CRYFS
MD
WATF
PDB
SH3
C -a positional deviations 
Average rms (A) 
Fluctuation in rms (A2)
2.22
0.20
1.94
0.17
1.61
0.22
1.05
0.15
2.90
0.87
5.56
1.63
2.96
0.50
1.84
0.35
Hydrogen bonds 
No. o f H-bonds 47 45 47 45 44 41 38 42 38
Secondary structure
% identity with SH3 PDB 85 91 91 92 82 77 62 90 ---
Crystal packing 
WHAT IF QUALITY index - 1 .2 0 — 1.27 — 1.22 -1 .1 8 -1 .6 9 - 2 .0 4 “ 1.95 - 1 .2 9 -0 .6 8
POLJDIAG88 analysis 
INTPOL (0.158, 0.172, 0.190) 
OUTPOL (0.147, 0.172, 0.204) 
SCINT (0.074, 0.098, 0.118) 
SCOUT (0.115, 0.143, 0.183)
0.182
0.150
0.112
0.122
0.178
0.155
0.109
0,125
0.178
0.155
0.112
0,122
0.174 
0.162 
0.105 
0.131
0.168
0.170
0.088
0.140
0.170
0.168
0.089
0.136
0,182
0,152
0,118
0.115
0.169 
0 .169 
0,091 
0.144
0.173
0.168
0.102
0.140
Atomic fluctuations 
Core o f  bft/fluc 0.79 0.29 0,34 0.52 0.24 -0 .0 1 0.04 0.49
Accessibility 
Final tot. acc (A2) 
Corcof res. acc.
3833
0.91
3876
0.93
3864
0.93
3886
0.97
4849
0.86
5299
0.84
4229 
0.91
4185
0,95
3931
Protein size 
Radius of gyration (A) 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.12 1.25 1.09 1.04 1.01
Simulations arc indicated by abbreviations listed in Tabic 1, SH3 PDB, SH3 crystal structure. Hydrogen bonds: tola! number of hydrogen bonds. 
POLJOÎAG8H analysis: the lowest, mean and highest values derived from a database of proteins (see text) arc listed between brackets for all parameters. 
INTPOL, total buried polar fraction; OUTPOL, total exposed polar fraction; SCINT, side chain buried polar fraction; SCOUT, side chain exposed fraction. 
Automic Fluctuations: correlation coefficients between crystallographic B-factors and atomic postional rras fluctuations o f backbone atoms in the core of 
the protein. Accessibility» and protein size: the final total accessible surface, the radius of gyration and the correlation coefficients between residue 
accessibilities in the MD structures and the SH3 crystal structure are listed,
the eigenvector. We have studied the motions along the first four eigenvector motions were comparable: the RT-Src and 
four eigenvectors. The motion along the first eigenvector (the n-Src loops move in concert with the termini. In some respects 
motion with the largest fluctuation) is displayed in Fig. 4. All this is similar to the eigenvector motions observed in lysozyme
(Amadei et al., 1993) and thermolysin (van Aalten et aL, 1995) 
in that the residues involved in binding of the substrate (the 
RT-Src and n-Src loops) are highly flexible and move in 
concert.
It has been shown that the eigenvectors for which the 
motion has a gaussian positional distribution in combi­
nation with a small eigenvalue are not essential for de­
scribing the overall motion of the protein and are con­
sidered to be “near constraints” (Amadei et al., 1993; van 
Aalten et al., 1995). The positional distributions of the 
displacements along the eigenvectors were calculated and 
compared to ideal gaussians, derived from the eigenval­
ues. The correlation coefficients of the comparisons (Fig.
5) show that after approximately the eighth eigenvector 
the position distributions of the motions along the eigen­
vectors start to become gaussian. From the eighth vector 
onward these correlation coefficients are higher than 
0.95, indicating an approximately 7-dimensional essen­
tial space. Interestingly, the dimension of the essential
eigenvector index
FIGURE 3 Plot o f  the 50 largest eigenvalues calculated from the 
MDWATF C-oi covariance matrix.
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n-Src
N-term.
C-term.
n-Src
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C-term.
FIGURE 4 Tenwty-five frames taken at equally spaced intervals from the motion along the first eigenvector o f the M DW ATF C-a  covariance matrix.
space is smaller than the dimensions found for lysozyme 
(Amadei et al., 1993) and therraolysin (van Aalten et al„ 
1995) (each approximately 10-15 essential eigenvec­
tors). Although SH3 is a considerably smaller protein, 
this difference in essential space dimension may also be 
explained by considering the function of the proteins. 
Lysozyme and thermolysin are both enzymes, that is, 
they bind substrate, catalyze a reaction, and subsequently 
release the products. SH3, in contrast, is a binding protein
correlation coefficients
eigenvector index
FIGURE 5 Correlation coefficients between the sampled distributions 
and ideal Gaussian distributions for the first 50 MDWATF eigenvectors.
and for this function only a few essential eigenvectors 
may be enough.
Essential dynamics analysis of the 
combined trajectories
As mentioned in Materials and Methods, the essential dynam­
ics method can reveal differences in dynamics and equilibrium 
structures between two trajectories (van Aalten et a l ,  1995). 
Because we consider MDWATF to be the most realistic sim­
ulation (Table 3), we compared the dynamics of MDWATF to 
the other seven trajectories. Each of the trajectories was con­
catenated with the MDWATF trajectory, and we applied die 
essential dynamics analysis to the resulting seven trajectories. 
These trajectories will be indicated as MDVACR+ MDWATF 
through SDCRYFS+MDWATF. The eigenvectors with large 
eigenvalues calculated from the covariance matrices con­
structed from these trajectories indicate directions that may 
have a large eigenvalue because of  differences in average 
projections (equilibrium structures), i.e., at the point from 
passing from one trajectory to the other a large displacement 
is observed. On the other hand, large eigenvalues may be 
caused by the fact that fluctuations in the directions de­
scribed by the eigenvector are large in both trajectories. The 
average projections of the single (MDVACR through 
SDCRYFS) trajectories onto the eigenvector sets calculated 
from the combined trajectories are shown in Fig. 6. If there 
are differences in equilibrium structure between the single 
(MDVACR through SDCRYFS) trajectories and the 
MDWATF trajectory, these average projections will show a
690 Biophysical Journal Volume 70 February 1996
FIGURE 6 Average projection of the 
single MDVACR through SDCRYFS 
trajectories onto the first 20 eigenvec­
tors calculated from the M D V A C R +  
MDWATF through SDCRYFS +  
MDWATF trajectories.
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large deviation from zero (van Aalten et al., 1995). 
SDVACRS, SDCRYRS, and SDCRYFS are examples of 
this. Fig. 6 shows that the equilibrium structures for these 
simulations deviate significantly from the MDWATF equi­
librium structure along the direction indicated by the first 
eigenvector. To investigate the meaning of this in 3-dimen- 
sional space, the frame from the SDCRYRS trajectory and 
the frame from the M DW ATF that had the largest differ­
ence in structure were both projected over the first eigen­
vector calculated from the SDCRYFS*f MDWATF trajec­
tory and superimposed for visual inspection. The result is 
shown in Fig. 7. Application of stochastic dynamics in 
combination with a solvation term leads to significant un­
folding of various loops, which causes the large increase in 
total accessible surface (Table 3).
Although there are large deviations for SDVACRS, 
SDCRYRS, and SDCRYFS, this is not true for all of the 
simulations. In fact, the deviations for SDVACR are rela-
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FIGURE 7 Superposition of the last frame o f  the SDCRYRS (dotted line) and the first frame of the MDWATF (solid line) trajectories projected onto 
the first eigenvector of the SDC RY R S+ MDWATF eigenvector set.
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tively small, indicating that the differences in equilibrium 
structure will be much smaller.
The root mean squares fluctuations in the projection of 
the single trajectories onto the eigenvector set calculated 
from the concatenated trajectories are shown in Fig. 8. 
These plots indicate differences in mobility of the single 
trajectories in the combined essential space. Again, there are 
large differences for the simulations with the solvation term. 
The fluctuations in the projections of the SDVACR and 
MDWATF trajectories over the SD VACR -f MDWATF eig­
envector set are more similar than all the other comparisons 
in this figure. Taken together with the results from Fig. 6, 
this indicates that the essential motions in the MDWATF 
and SDVACR trajectories are the most similar.
CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated different simulation methods and 
compared the static and dynamic properties. From the con­
ventional analysis (Table 3) it appeal's that MDWATF and 
all other simulations not using the solvation term 
(MDVACR, MDCRYR, SDVACR, SDCRYR) have phys­
ical properties that are comparable to those derived from the 
crystal structure. Including the solvation term is identified 
as an unrealistic method of simulation. However, the anal­
yses presented in Table 3 mainly concern properties based 
on structures and database statistics. These methods cannot 
give insight in the relative dynamical properties of these 
simulations, In addition, it seems that the various methods 
listed in Table 3 are not always consistent. In fact, some 
parameters show a good agreement with the crystal struc­
ture properties, whereas for other parameters the opposite is 
found.
To further investigate the reliability of these simulation 
methods, we have applied the essential dynamics method 
(Amadei et al„ 1993). We have compared the full solvent
simulation (MDWATF), which we consider to be the most 
realistic simulation method, to all other trajectories. From 
Figs. 6 and 8, it follows that addition of the solvation term 
always leads to significant changes of the essential dynam­
ics of the protein, and large static shifts in the structure are 
produced. In addition, it appears that the use of crystal 
waters does not produce large effects on the essential dy­
namics properties. For thermolysin, we observed reasonable 
reproduction of the essential dynamics properties of a full 
solvent simulation (equivalent to MDWATF) by a simula­
tion in vacuum with crystal waters (equivalent to 
MDCRYR) (van Aalten et al., 1995). However, including 
crystal waters in thermolysin is essential because of their 
buried nature, that is, they play a role in determining the 
structure and dynamics of the protein core. In the SH3 
crystal structure no completely internal water molecules are 
present (see Fig. 1). The crystal waters simply form a 
mono/bimolecular layer on the surface of the protein. So 
although inclusion of crystallographic water molecules does 
not produce consistent and/or significant effects on the 
structure/dynamics of SH3, this does not necessarily mean 
that crystallographic water molecules are not important.
Before the 500-ps simulations described in detail in this 
paper, we had carried out shorter (250-ps) runs using a 
slightly different temperature and a heat-up protocol that did 
not involve reassigning velocities from a Maxwellian dis­
tribution with each increase of  temperature (data not 
shown). Recently it was observed that slightly different 
initial conditions can lead to markedly different simulation 
results. However, for the systems we studied, the two dif­
ferent heat-up protocols, final temperatures, and simulation 
lengths gave essentially the same results.
The observation that SDVACR produces dynamics com­
parable to the MDWATF simulation is in contradiction to a 
similar comparison performed on cyclosporin (Yun-yu et 
al., 1988). In the equivalent of an SDVACR simulation on
FIGURE 8 Root mean squares fluc­
tuations in the total projection (dis­
placements) of the single trajectories 
onto the first 10 eigenvectors calcu­
lated from the MDVACR+ MDWATF 
through SDCRYFS +  MDWATF tra­
jectories. The solid lines indicate the 
MDVACR through SDCRYFS trajec­
tories; the dotted lines indicate the 
MDWATF trajectory.
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this small peptide, a large deviation in the number of hy­
drogen bonds with respect to an MDW ATF simulation was 
observed. On the basis o f  this finding it was concluded that 
SDVACR did not produce MDWATF-like structures. A 
similar conclusion was drawn for the BPTI SDVACR sim­
ulation (Stouten et al., 1993). In our SH3 SDVACR simu­
lation, we do not find a large deviation of (backbone- 
backbone) hydrogen bonds as observed for cyclosporin. 
Moreover, we have compared the dynamics of the two 
simulations using the essential dynamics method. This com­
parison shows that the large concerted motions in SDVACR 
are similar to the motions in MDWATF. On the basis of this 
observation and the results listed in Table 3, we conclude 
that SDVACR (and to a lesser extent the other non-solva- 
tion-term simulations) is a specially good mimic of 
MDWATF when simulating SH3. Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to derive general simulation strategies on the basis 
of the results presented here. Similar comparisons must be 
earned out using larger proteins with internal crystallo- 
graphic water molecules.
In addition to comparing simulation methods, we have 
used the essential dynamics method to evaluate the motions 
of possible biological importance from MDWATF. The 
analysis of the motions along the essential eigenvectors 
revealed the presence of concerted motions involving two 
loops that have been shown to be important for substrate 
binding (Musacchio et al., 1994; Yu et al., 1994a,b).
We thank G. Vriend, B. de Groot, and Z.R. Wasserman for useful sugges­
tions and critically reading the manuscript.
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